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ALEC
Holy shit, I just had a great idea.
Do you feel it, the two of us?
MEGAN
What- what is?
ALEC
This.... Right here.
MEGAN
I don’t understand.
ALEC
Okay, look, listen to me, so we’re
trapped, we’re like this incredible
experiment right now, we’re lab
rats. We’ve had sex, but we don’t
have feelings for each other,
right? And as soon as the snow
clears and we can leave, you’re
gone, right?
MEGAN
Like,Mexico - gone.
ALEC
So we’re probably never going to
see each other again.
Yes.

MEGAN

ALEC
So we can use this time to be
honest with each other constructive
criticism to make each other better
lovers for the person we really
like.
MEGAN
What you are proposing is
potentially, a horrible, sucky, I
mean really bad.... Idea!
ALEC
Are you kidding me? This is the
best idea I’ve ever had!
MEGAN
That is so sad.

2.
ALEC
Look, Megan, listen, you can’t just
like drop a bomb on me like, “hey,
maybe you’ve never made a girl come
in your entire life,” and then say
you don’t want to talk about it. I
wanna talk.
MEGAN
Guys can’t handle constructive
criticism about that stuff. You’ll
get all pissy...
ALEC
No, I promise you that I will not
get pissy if you don’t.
MEGAN
What do you mean if I don’t?
ALEC
Oh, did you think this was just
like a one way street, or
something?
MEGAN
You think you have pointers for me?
Yeah

ALEC

MEGAN
Jesus, fine, all right, bring it
on, go.
ALEC
Now, this is not just you, but the
lights-off thing, what the fuck is
that? If the lights are off, like
you requested and I so gentlemanly
obliged, I could be having sex with
anything, literally.
MEGAN
Lights on? Wow... all guys feel
that way?
ALEC
I can only speak for me and all my
friends, but yeah.

3.
MEGAN
allright, fine, guys like to do it
with the lights on. Noted, awesome,
shocked. What else you got?
ALEC
You do this thing where you stand
up from the bed and you kind of
turn halfway around and then you
get undressed as fast as you can
all at once and it’s like you’re
getting ready for a physical for
something.
MEGAN
I have never had any complaints
about how rapidly I undress. Most
guys like naked me.
ALEC
I love naked you! Naked you is
awesome to look at and touch. What
I mean is that you could make the
getting-naked-there part a little
like... boop, then you take your
bra off the side.. You could even
imaginary pole,k just bring it,
smack it, bring it down...
Oh God...

MEGAN

ALEC
....bring It up, do the little ass
thing with your underwear, “hey, I
dropped something, my panties!” You
could flick it up, you could catch
it, then I don’t care what you do
with it.
MEGAN
Actually, that wasn’t terrible, you
should put on heels and try it.
ALEC
Lastly, when I was inside of you,
you started helping yourself a
little bit and it kind of made me
feel like I was being benched.
Second string.
MEGAN
Duly noted. Is it my turn?

4.

Yeah.

ALEC

MEGAN
There was a moment, one moment,
during foreplay in which I was
maybe close to coming and I believe
I subtly pointed this out for you.
Do you remember what it was that I
said?
ALEC
“I’m close to coming.”
MEGAN
Yes, and then after I said that you
switched up what you were doing.
Just what was your thought process
there?
ALEC
I mean, honestly, I thought I was
doing like a finishing move, kind
of like a “Mortal Kombat” thing,
like “FINISH HER” and like really
hit it, but, I thought I was doing
something like that.
MEGAN
Next time, just so you know, keep
on doing what it was that you were
doing because you got her to third
and you can get her home.
Okay.

ALEC

MEGAN
You waited for me to undress you,
which is unnecessary and also a
little weird because I’m not your
mommy tucking you into bed. You
kept trying to give me hickeys,
which no girls likes. Oh, and you
went way too fast, like you were
drilling me for oil. And then, oh,
oh! You did find my g-spot but kind
of like a drive by, which was cool,
but then you kept on going
someplace else. Oh, when a girl is
helping herself, that’s a good
fucking thing! It’s not like we’re
competing on some awesome erotic
Japanese game show;
(MORE)

5.
MEGAN (CONT'D)
we are having sex. Oh, and last
night, when we were done, you
retreated to the other side of the
bed like you planted a bomb down
there. So next time, just hold the
girl, count to 10. It’d go a long
way, that one. You can thank me
later. Other than those things, you
were a perfectly adequate lover.

(CONT’D)

